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Abstract

Background: Accumulation of classical monocytes CD14++CD16- (also called MO1)
≥94% can accurately distinguish chronic myelomonocytic leukemia (CMML) from
reactive monocytosis. The HematoFlow™ solution, able to quantify CD16 negative
monocytes, could be a useful tool to manage monocytosis which remains a common
issue in routine laboratories.
Methods: Classical monocytes were quantified from 153 whole blood samples
collected on EDTA using both flow cytometry methods, either MO1 percentage
determination by the multiparameter assay previously published and regarded here
as the reference method, or CD16 negative monocyte percentage determination by
the means of HematoFlow™.
Results: Both methods of classical monocyte percentage determination were highly
and significantly correlated (r=0.87, p<0.0001). The HematoFlow™ solution leant
towards an overestimation of the genuine classical monocyte percentages obtained
by the reference method. Percentages of CD16 negative monocytes provided by
HematoFlow™ were higher than 94% for all the 73 patients displaying classical
monocytes MO1 found ≥94% by the reference method, indicating a sensitivity of
100%. Furthermore, the calculation of CD16 negative monocyte percentage can be
easily computerized and integrated to the middleware.
Conclusions: We propose a new application of the Hematoflow™ solution that can
be used as a flag system for monocytosis management and CMML detection.
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Brief communication

Monocytosis management is a very common issue in routine laboratories. We
recently demonstrated that a multiparameter flow cytometry assay was very efficient
in

distinguishing

chronic

myelomonocytic

leukemia

(CMML)

from

reactive

monocytosis (1). Circulating monocytes are commonly recognized as three
phenotypically different subsets, depending on the expression of two surface
markers, CD14 and CD16, which separate classical (CD14++/CD16- also called
MO1), intermediate (CD14++/CD16+ or MO2) and non-classical (CD14low/CD16+ or
MO3) monocytes (2). Our flow cytometry assay allows characterizing these three
monocyte subsets in whole peripheral blood samples.

We noticed that CMML

patients displayed an increased percentage of MO1 (CD16 negative) at the expense
of MO2 and MO3 (both CD16 positive) monocyte subsets. Accumulation of CD16negative classical monocytes or MO1 ≥ 94% of total monocytes distinguishes CMML
from any type of reactive monocytosis with high specificity (94,1%) and sensitivity
(91,9%) (1). The 94% threshold was further validated in subsequent studies (3–5)
and is now used as a diagnostic marker of CMML (6).
The HematoFlow™ solution (Beckman-Coulter, Brea, CA) provides white blood cell
(WBC) differentials by flow cytometry in many routine laboratories (7). This method
includes the cell surface marker CD16 that separates monocytes into positive and
negative subsets. Hence, it may easily detect CMML samples, as previously
suggested by Roussel and colleagues (see published e-Letter related to (1)). We
have now compared these two methods of measurement of the classical CD16
negative MO1 monocyte subset, highlighting a new application of Hematoflow™
solution.
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This study was conducted in two routine laboratories (Universitary hospital Henri
Mondor of Créteil and Universitary hospital of Rennes) having access to these two
cytometric methods. The reference method of MO1 percentage determination in
peripheral blood was applied as previously described (1). Briefly, blood samples were
stained using the following antibodies: anti-CD45, CD2, CD56, CD24, CD14 and
CD16 (all purchased from Beckman-Coulter, Brea, CA) and analyzed with a Navios
cytometer (Beckman-Coulter). Since the three monocyte subsets do not express a
common surface marker, an exclusion gating strategy was developed so as to
eliminate the other mature blood cells and thus, quantify accurately the different
monocyte subsets using a biparametric histogram CD14/CD16 (Figures 1A and 1B,
left panels).
Thirteen cell populations are easily identified by the HematoFlow™ solution, thanks
to an exclusion gating strategy among WBC and an autogating software that allows
getting rid of any operator intervention (7). Blood samples are labeled with the
CytoDiff™ cocktail that consists of six different antibodies against CD2, CD294
(CRTH2), CD19, CD45, and notably CD36 and CD16. The HematoFlow™ exclusion
gating strategy leads to the WBC differential, monocytes “MO” being identified as the
CD19-negative, CD45-positive and CD36-positive cell population after exclusion of B
cells and neutrophils. Interestingly, the automatic gating software defines CD36low as
monocytes, thereby identifying the three monocyte subsets. The anti-CD16 antibody
is intended to identify granulocytes. Nevertheless, a biparametric histogram
(CD16/SSC, referred as « histogram 12 », Figures 1A and 1B, right panels)
conditioned on the “MO” cell population distinguishes CD16-positive “M+” from CD16negative “M-” monocytes. These two features of the Hematoflow™ solution provide a
fair approximation of the CD16-negative to CD16-positive monocyte subset fraction,
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the percentage of CD16-negative monocytes being easily calculated by dividing the
number of CD16-negative monocyte “M-” events by the number of total monocyte
events.
From January 2016 to April 2017, whole blood samples collected on EDTA that were
tested for MO1 percentage determination by the reference method (1) were
systematically processed with the HematoFlow™ solution in order to quantify CD16
negative monocyte percentage. Thus, 153 samples were tested for both methods in
the same time regardless of the absolute monocyte count and even though a precise
diagnosis was not available. It is worth mentioning that no sample was excluded
owing to an inaccurate gating of the CD36+ monocytes.
The median of age of the patients was 74 years (range: 15 to 99). Complete blood
counts presented wide range of both leukocytosis (median: 8.2 x109/L; range: 1.7 to
44.1) and absolute monocyte count (median: 1.3 x109/L; range: 0.1 to 13.9).
Comparison of the fraction of classical monocytes (MO1) measured by using the
reference method and the fraction of CD16-negative monocytes calculated by the
HematoFlow™ showed a significant correlation between the two methods (r2=0.75;
slope=0.7540; p<0.0001) (Figure 1C). Interestingly, measurement of the CD16negative monocyte percentages obtained with HematoFlow™ leant towards a slight
overestimation of the genuine classical monocyte percentages obtained by the
reference method (1) (Figure 1D, Bland-Altman plot).
Of the 73 cases with classical monocytes MO1 ≥94% by the reference method (i.e.
suspected of being diagnosed as CMML (1,4)), all were found having a CD16negative monocyte percentage ≥ 94% by the Hematoflow™ method (Figure 1E). In
other words, the Hematoflow™ solution did not generate any false negative result,
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indicating a sensitivity of 100%. Conversely, of the 80 patients with a fraction of
classical monocytes MO1 <94% by the reference method (i.e. not being diagnosed
as a CMML according to this parameter(1)), 22 (27.5%) displayed a percentage of
CD16-negative monocytes ≥94%, indicating a specificity of 72.5%.

Accumulation of classical monocytes ≥94% is now recognized as a powerful tool to
diagnose CMML (1,3–5). This relative accumulation of classical monocytes in CMML
patients seems to be due to the disappearance of non classical monocytes, the
precise mechanism of this maturation blockage being still unexplained. The
HematoFlow™ solution provides a useful approximation of the MO1 percentage
obtained with the multiparameter flow cytometry assay described in (1). We suggest
that the high sensitivity of the HematoFlow™ solution, which leads to an
overestimation of classical monocyte percentage, positions this solution as a flag
system for monocytosis management. This new application makes the Hematoflow™
solution an exciting tool for screening rapidly and accurately the pathological
monocytosis at no extra cost. Importantly, the calculation of the CD16-negative
monocyte percentage can be easily computerized and integrated to the middleware
without needing an operator intervention. Thus, as the HematoFlow™ differential is
available for many CBC, detection of a monocytosis combined with the measurement
of the CD16 negative monocyte fraction obtained at the very same time, may improve
our management of monocytosis, an extremely frequent issue in routine laboratories,
by deciphering which samples need further flow cytometry investigation by the
reference method (1).
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We report here a new application of the Hematoflow™ solution, which may be helpful
to all the laboratories that have implemented this flow cytometry differential method in
managing daily monocytosis and detecting those that could indicate a CMML.
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Figure legend

Figure 1. Classical monocyte percentage determination by the Hematoflow TM
solution compared with the reference method established by Selimoglu-Buet et
al (1).
A-B:

Representative

histograms

used

for

classical

monocyte

percentage

determination by both the reference method (MO1 in bright green defined as
CD14++CD16- on CD14 vs CD16 histogram, left panels) and the HematoflowTM
solution (CD16-negative monocytes in bright green defined as CD16- on CD16 vs
SSC histogram, right panels) for a patient displaying classical monocytes <94% (A)
or classical monocytes ≥94% (B). C-D: Correlation (C) and bias (shown by Bland and
Altman plot, D) between the percentage of MO1 obtained by the reference method
and the percentage of CD16-negative monocytes obtained by the HematoflowTM
solution on 153 peripheral blood samples. All percentages (%) were compared using
a Pearson correlation test (determination factor r2 is shown); MedCalc Statistical
Software

version

17.6

(MedCalc

Software

bvba,

Ostend,

Belgium;

http://www.medcalc.org; 2017). Each dot represents one sample. E: CD16-negative
monocyte percentages obtained by the HematoflowTM solution for patients separated
in two groups according to the reference method, displaying either classical
monocytes MO1 ≥94% (blue dots) or MO1 <94% (orange dots).
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